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tippi is effective against 
viruses and bacteria and 
can be used immediately.

www.tippi-store.de

tippi keeps your hands free of viruses:
Simple. Secure. Convenient.

Perfect protection of your hands 

Protect your health

Avoid spreading

Maintain your working power



When someone is coughing or sneezing, viral 
particles are catapulted into the near environment. 
They tend to spread very quickly and so may go 
from one hand to the other while shaking hands.
Thus not only the COVID-infection, but also colds, 
gastro-intestinal infections and the flu can be  
triggered.

You can press the buttons at the traffic light, 
cash machine or in elevators without a direct 
touch. Thanks to the clever extension-retraction 
mechanism you have no contact at all with the 
viruses.

Where there are people, 
there are also viruses.

Tapping with tippi,  
is tapping correctly.

In daily life we are constantly exposed to 
situations where we touch things already  
touched before by hundreds of people. 
In order to cut the speading of viruses, 
tippi comes into play.

Others talk,  
we are active.
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The tippi family 

After use tippi can be cleaned under warm running 
water or with a disinfectant. Thus, tippi helps to 
avoid waste as a perfect alternative to disposable 
products such as plastic gloves.

tippi benefits the environment.

Casing in plastic Casing in stainless steel Casing in aluminium

Customized logo and many 
colours possible

Optional also available 
with fastening clip

Individual, eco friendly  
packaging with your logo

Here your logo
Tippi- for everyday use

www.tippi-store.de



BLOKSMA-Engineering GmbH
Daimlerstr. 10
D – 73660 Urbach near Stuttgart

www.tippi-store.de

tippi is quite favourable and very effective. 
This is visible in the achieved results and the 
high customer satisfaction.

Maximum protection, minimum effort -  
in all situations.

Simply order by email  
or call us. 

With tippi hands free 
of viruses

mail@bloksma.de
+49 7181 98556-0


